Confidant MT

TM

Confidant MT™ is a stylish cylindrical latch
solution. It combines modern design and
expert engineering to present a multifaceted
security option that fits seamlessly into any
back-of-house security blueprint to provide
upgraded life safety and property security.
It seamlessly integrates with existing
SAFLOK installations.
Incorporating select features of SAFLOK’s
MT™, Confidant MT is compatible with
the Windows-based System 6000™ and the
stand-alone DeskLinc™ front desk operating
system. As a multi-technology lock, it
conveniently reads all three types of keycard
media—smart, memory, and magstripe cards.

The Confidant MT’s bolt-on feature
provides the ideal solution for
properties wanting to upgrade
from mechanical to electronic
locks but not wanting to replace
doors or cut new mortises.

Features
Confidant MT showcases a broad spectrum of
features that make it a functional, flexible, and
“in-demand” solution.
Easy Installation
Confidant MT makes it easy and economical
to upgrade electronic locks throughout the
back of house. It requires a standard cylindrical
latch prep.
Non-volatile Flash memory
As common to SAFLOK multi-technology locks,
Confidant MT employs non-volatile Flash
memory. It can store in excess of 5,900 entries.
Flash memory becomes especially useful in
back-of-house applications, where employee
tracking is crucial.

Confidant MT™ is ideal for upgrading
existing mechanical locking systems or
for improved back-of-house controls.

Future Upgradability
With the capability of this FLASH memory,
property managers can upload any new
software introduced by SAFLOK without
changing or removing any hardware.
Custom ASIC Microprocessor
At the heart of Confidant MT is SAFLOK’s
proprietary custom ASIC microprocessor,
which uses an Intel processor, real-time clock,
and diagnostic circuitry and software.
This circuitry is silicone encapsulated to
improve resistance to moisture or other
corrosive environmental elements.

Specifications

Options
There are also two lever options:
Continental and Tubular.

Continental is only available
with the 4” rose plate and
escutcheon, in a 26D finish.

• Compatible with a standard 2-3/4”
and 2-3/8” back set
• Lock dimensions –
8” (L) x 2-1/2” (W) x 2-5/8” (Projection)
• Door thickness ranges from 1-3/8” to 2-1/8”
for standard products (Other sizes can be
accommodated by special request.)

Tubular is only available
with the 3” rose plate and
escutcheon, in 26D and
US4 finishes.

• Escutcheon – 8” x 2-1/2”
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